
HYPERSURFACES OF A FINSLER SPACE 

HANNO RUND 

Introduction. Certain aspects of the theory of subspaces of a Finsler 
space had been treated by the present author in earlier papers (7). These 
developments were based on an approach essentially different from the 
classical theory of Cartan (2) and subsequent writers, whose use of the element 
of support enables one to introduce the so-called "euclidean connection," 
which effects the vanishing of the covariant derivative of the metric tensor. A 
comprehensive treatment of the theory of subspaces of a Finsler space based 
on Cartan's point of view was given by Davies1 (4). However, the present 
writer seeks to dispense with the notion of element of support in the theory of 
Finsler spaces ; in fact, a Finsler space is regarded as being locally Minkowskian 
instead of locally euclidean. From this point of view it is no longer possible to 
establish a euclidean connection in the above sense. This leads to a peculiar 
new geometrical picture; for instance, we have to deal with a set of normals 
attached to a point of a hypersurface instead of a single unique normal, nor 
are the covariant derivatives of these vectors tangential to the hypersurface. 
Two distinct differential forms play the rôle of the second fundamental form, 
while the number of principal directions at a point cannot be specified in the 
usual manner, due to lack of linearity. 

The purpose of the present paper is to provide an analytical background 
and an extension of the results of (7), which is mainly geometrical in character. 
Some of the theorems of (7) will be derived once more in the course of our 
analysis: this is unavoidable, but it will be found that these results appear in a 
much improved form leading to new and more comprehensive theorems, of 
which the most interesting ones appear to be the distinct forms of the general
izations of the equations of Gauss and Codazzi of classical differential geometry. 
For the sake of geometrical clarity we shall deal with hypersurfaces instead 
of subspaces of arbitrary dimensions. Also, we shall briefly define the basic 
concepts concerning the theory of Finsler spaces, so that the present paper 
may be read independently. 

We consider2 a space Fn endowed with a local coordinate system 

x* (i,j, . . . = 1,2, . . . , n). 
The distance between neighbouring points xl and xi + dxi is defined by 
ds=F(xh,dxh), where we make the following assumptions about the function F: 
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xThe reader is referred also to this paper as regards the relevant literature. 
2For these and the following definitions see (8, §2). 
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(a) F is of class C4 in its 2n arguments; 

(b) F is positive provided not all dxh = 0 ; 

(c) F is positively homogeneous of first degree in the dxh ; 

(d) the form gij(xh, dxh) £l'£J > 0 for all £' ^ 0 with any given argument 
dxh, where we have put 

(0.1) gij{X,X) - 2 dx,tdx„ , X - ^ . 

The quantities (0.1) are regarded as the components of the metric tensor 
of Fn; in view of hypothesis (c) the gtj are homogeneous of degree zero in the 
xn. Thus we have the useful identities: 

t(\ 0\ HiiJX, X') tk _ dgik(xy X') ,k __ 
(0.2) dx,k x - dx„ x - U . 

The covariant differential of a vector-field X{(xk) of Fn is defined by 

(0.3) DX* = dXl + PUx, dx) Xhdx\ 

where 

(0.4, PU, * - {4;}o „, - to-t., «•) ̂ H i } , , , , , «" • 
On the other hand the covariant derivative of X1 with respect to xk is given 
by 

(0.5) XU = ^~k + P*hiX\ 

where 

(0.6) P?,.» - gMPt? - [*/, A] - i ( f&f P L + ^ | P j , - | i | p ^ *'*. 

We note that the Phi are symmetrical in & and k, while for the Pik this is not 
true.3 Owing to (0.2) the following identities, which we shall have to use fre
quently in the sequel, may be shown to hold: 

(0.7) p£(* , *') x'k = PUx, X') *'*; PL(x, X') x'h = { * } x'h 

Ptk\x,x')x,nx'k = | 7 \ f x'hx'k. 
\hk) (XtX>) 

We may remark that for covariant differentiation along an arbitrary curve the 
covariant derivatives of the metric tensor do not in general vanish. 

3E. T. Davies pointed out that the Ph*k are, in fact, identical to the Thl of Cartan (2). 
However, since we do not use the element of support, our covariant derivative still differs from 
that of Cartan. For instance, Ricci's Lemma holds in Cartan's theory, while this is not the 
case for the locally Minkowskian theory. 
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1. The projection factors. Consider a hypersurface Fn_i of Fn, defined 
by the equations 
(1.1) x* = x ' ( 0 , 

(throughout this paper Greek indices run from 1 to n — 1 ; Latin indices from 
1 to n) such that the matrix 

iixii, 
with 

(1.2) X = fL 
is of rank n — 1. In general we have to consider a set of unit vectors4 normal 
to 7̂ n_i at a given point P of Fn-i. These are defined firstly by the solutions nl 

of the equations 

(1.3) nXa = gtJ(x, n) njXi = 0. 

These solutions are normalized by means of the relation 

(1.4) F(x, n) = 1 or gij(x, « ) » V = 1. 

The second set is defined by the solutions n*1 of the equations 

(1.5) gtJ(x, x') n*'Xi = 0, 

where x' is an arbitrary direction tangential to Fn-\ at P. Clearly the n** 
are functions of this direction: n** = w**(x, xf). To each direction x' tangent 
to Fw_i at F corresponds such a vector w**; the totality of these vectors at P 
defines a cone of directions, which we call the normal cone. Again we suppose 
the n*i to be normalized by means of the relations 

(1.6) F(xy w*(x, x')) = 1 or gij(x, n*(x, x')) rî¥i{x1 x') «*y(x, x') = 1. 

For the sake of brevity we shall write 

(1.7) Uiixjx') = gij(x,x')n j{x,xf), 

where it is to be noted that this does not represent the covariant components 
of n*1. We shall also have occasion to use the function defined by 

(1.8) iK*, x') = gij(xy x') **'(*, xf) n**{x, x'). 

From equations (1.3), (1.5), (1.7) and (1.8) we deduce that 

(1.9) ni{x1x
f) = \l/(x, x')[cos(n, n )]~1.ni 

where the Minkowskian cosine is defined (6, p. 62) on the indicatrix 
F(xh, £*) = 1 of the Minkowskian tangent space to Fn at P. The metric tensor 
of Fn-\ is given as usual by 

(1.10) grfiu, u') = gtj(x, x') XÎXl 

where the directional argument u'a tangent to Fn_i satisfies 

(1.11) xfi=Xi
au

fa. 
4For details concerning these definitions see (7, Part I, §4). 
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Similarly we may also define a tensor independent of direction by putting 

(1.12) yafi(u) = * „ ( * , » ) * « % ' . 

Corresponding to (1.10) and (1.12) we have to define two sets of inverse 
projection parameters, respectively dependent and independent of direction: 

(1.13) Xï(x, *') = giJ(x, x') ga\u, u') Xj; 

(1.14) F?(*) =gij{x,n)ya\u)Xl 

I t follows that 

(1.15) n*\x,x')XÏ(xfx') = 0; »*F? = 0; 

while 

(1.16) Xï(x, x') Xi = 5?; YÏX\ = b% 

For an arbitrary direction x1 tangent to Fn-\ at P we may decompose the 
metric tensor as follows: 

gijix, x') = gaii(u, uf) X"X] + ma(u, u') X" nj + na(u, u') X" n% 

if. sfc 

+ X («»«') »i nj. 

On multiplying this equation successively by «**, -Xy, it follows from the 
preceding identities that 

(1.17) gtJ(x9 x9) = gap(u, u't) X°t(x, x') Xfij(x, x') +TKt (x, x') tij (x, x'). 

Similarly 

(1.18) gtjfa n) = ya$(u) Yai Yj + tiifij. 

On multiplying (1.17) and (1.18) by gik(xy x') and gik(x, n) respectively, we 
find that 

(1.19) Xlix) Xfa, x') = b) - i n*k(x, x') n*(pc, * ' ) , 

and 
(1.20) Xlix) Y](x) = b) - nktij. 

From these two equations together with (1.13) and (1.14) it follows that 

(1.21) ga\u, u') Xi(x) Xlix) = gtJ(x, x') - ~ n**(x, x') »*'(*, x'), 

(1.22) ya\u) XlXi = gtJ(x, n) - » V . 

Let 
(1.23) X\xk) = Xi Ua(u0) 

be a continuous and continuously differentiate vector field tangent to Fn_i. 
The induced covariant derivative 

(1.24) VB
y ^^£y + Pt!(u, «') Us 
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of Ufi with respect to Fn-i is defined by the projection onto Fn-\ of the co-
variant derivative X*k of X1 with respect to Fn: 

(1.25) gij(pc, x') XÎXk
aX% = gfriu, u') U%. 

On substituting for the covariant derivative from (0.5) and differentiating 
(1.23) with respect to ua, a simple calculation yields 

(1.26) Pa/3,7(w, uf) == gSy(u, u') P ap(u, v!) 

= gtJ(x, x') Xi(j^p + P*Ux, x') XlXl). 

It is easily verified by means of (1.26) that under a transformation of the 
coordinates ua of Fn_i, the quantities (1.24) form the components of a tensor 
in the sense indicated by their indices. Also, the p*^ are symmetric in their 
lower indices. We remark that the induced connection coefficients need not 
necessarily be identical with the intrinsic coefficients of Fw_i, i.e. the connection 
coefficients which are derived from the gap and their derivatives in a manner 
analogous to that in which the p** are derived from the gtj and their 
derivatives.5 However, if equation (1.10) is differentiated with respect to uy, 
one may obtain the transformation laws for the intrinsic Christoffel symbols 
[a/3, 7] of the first kind (7, p. 369 (3.5)). On multiplying this equation with 
u'au,(3, one finds in view of (0.2) : 

Thus from (0.7), (1.11) and (1.26) it follows that 

(1.27) [afi, y]M)U,au^ = P%.y(u9 u') u'au* 

analogously to (0.7). 

2. Normal curvature of the hypersurface. Let C: xl = x\s) be an arbit
rary and continuously differentiable curve of Fn_i passing through a given point 
P(xl) of Fn-i. The parameter 5 is the arc-length. The unit tangent vector 
dxi/ds to C at P is denoted by xfi, and throughout this section we shall suppose 
—unless otherwise stated—that the directional arguments of all subsequent 
functions are xfi. At P we have 

(2.1) » , * " = 0. 

In (7) we defined the normal curvature i^_1(x, x') of Fa_i for the direction 
xfi by putting 

(2.2) R (x, x') = tit -jpj- = - x' — , 

having arrived at this definition by considering variations of the unit normal 
in the neighbourhood of P . In the present section we shall derive a new 

8This contradicts to some extent a statement made by the writer on p. 364 of (7). However, 
in view of (2.7) the results of (7) continue to hold. Compare also E. T. Davies (4). 
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expression for (2.2), using a process entirely different from that of (7), our 
purpose being to find a more useful expression for the second fundamental 
form. Let us consider for the moment the special case for which the vector 
field Ua of equation (1.23) coincides with the tangent vectors u'a of C. Using 
(1.23) and (1.27) we find 

(2.3) -fc-=tfV« --d7 + P?yuu - — + ^JUUf 

where ô denotes covariant differentiation in Fn-\. But on differentiating (1.2) 

along C we have 

On substituting (2.3) and (2.4) in the expression for Dxft/Ds according to 
(0.3) we thus obtain (taking into account (0.7)) 

or, using (1.11), 

(2.5) ^ l = XÏsu'au" + XÏô-£, 

where we have put 
~2 i 

(2.6) Xap = ~^7^T~0 — Xy P ap + P hkXaXp. 

The expression (2.6) suggests that the Xàp may be regarded as generalised 
covariant derivatives of the X%

a with respect to u$ (as defined in (9), p. 124 
for the case of a Riemannian space). This is indeed the case. Using the trans
formation properties of the connection coefficients, it can be shown by direct 
transformation that the Xà$ have in fact the tensor properties as indicated 
by the position of their indices. We shall, however, omit this somewhat tedious 
calculation. Also, we note that they are symmetrical in their lower indices. 
On multiplying (2.5) by nt and taking into account (1.3), we find that the 
normal curvature (2.2) may be expressed in the form 

(2.7) R-\x, xf) = nt XU ft'*!*'*. 

On multiplying (1.25) by u'a it follows that the tangent vector u'a to C 
satisfies the relation 

(2.8) gtjX^ = gJf. 
Now let us consider the geodesic V of Fn-\ tangent to C at P. A simple calcula
tion shows that the Euler-Lagrange equations reduce to: 

fëX+W-'V7 = o. 
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Hence it follows from (2.3) that (8ufa/8s)r = 0, i.e. the geodesies are the 
autoparallel curves. Thus in view of (2.8) the principal normal of r (regarded 
as a curve of Fn) satisfies 

Comparison with (1.5) shows that therefore 

where p^1 is the curvature of Y (with respect to Fn) since w* Ms a unit vector 
by (1.6). In contrast to the properties of hypersurfaces of locally euclidean 
spaces, p~l does not coincide with the normal curvature as defined by (2.2) ; 
hence it is called the "secondary" normal curvature, denoted by (R*(x, x'))_1-

If we apply equation (2.5) (which holds for all curves of Fn_i) to the geodesic 
T, we have, in view of the remarks made above and (2.9) : 

(2.10) XU u'°u'fi = n*'/R*(x, x') 

and since this equation does not involve second derivatives it holds for all 
curves of Fn-i tangent to C at P. If we multiply (2.10) by nt, we have 

R-^x, x') = tit n**/R*(x, x')9 

and hence 

(2.11) R*(x, x') = cos(n, n*) R(x, * ' ) , 

in agreement with (7, p. 200) where this relation had been derived by a 
generalisation of Meusnier's theorem. 

Furthermore, equation (2.10) suggests that the Xàp are normal to Fn-i. 
This is easily proved as follows. Using (1.11) and (1.10) we may write equation 
(1.25) in the form 

xixyj. 
In view of (2.6) this becomes 

(2.12) gij(xtx
f)^iX^ = 0. 

Comparing this with (1.5) we see that we may write 

(2.13) XU(u, u') = t£e(u, u') n*\x, x'). 

The Q«/3 will be called the coefficients of the secondary second fundamental 
form, as distinct to an alternative, equally useful definition which we shall 
introduce presently. This nomenclature is justified by the fact that equations 
(2.10) and (2.13) together yield 

(2.14) (R*(x, x'))"1 = iCfi(u, u') u'au'0 

so that this fundamental form describes the secondary normal curvature, 
the u'a being components of a unit vector since s is the arc-length of C. 
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If we multiply (2.13) by nt we have 

(2.15) tiiXa^u, uf) = Oa/3(«, w'), 

where we have put 
(2.16) iïap(u, uf) = Çlap(u, u') cos(w, n ). 

We shall regard the Oa£ as the coefficients of the alternative second fundamental 
form. This equation is in agreement with the corresponding relation given in 
(7); we have to show, however, that the 0a/3 as defined by (2.15) are identical 
to the 0a/3 defined in (7) according to the relations 

(2.17) ^ = -i(nh.k + nt,h)X
h
aXl 

Since the Pa are symmetric in i and &, this definition reads: 

â/s = — Jl T-0 Xa + ——^Xp) + niPhk XaXp. 

But on differentiating (1.3) we have 

dnh v?l d V 
du° a n duadup' 

so that the above expression becomes 

(2.18) ^ - n ^ ^ + PliXlX*). 

In view of (1.3) we may insert the additional term 

— Xs Pap 

into the bracket without changing the value of the right-hand side; thus the 
right-hand side of (2.17) becomes 

riiXap 

as a result of (2.6). Thus the definitions (2.15) and (2.17) are equivalent. 

3. Principal directions. From (2.17) and (2.15) we deduce that the normal 
curvature of Fn-i in the direction dua at P is given by 

(3.D (*(«, « o r 1 - ^ M ? ??!",• 
v gap(u, u) du du 
The {n — 2)-dimensional locus Oa/3(w, u')u'au'P = 1 in the hyperplane spanned 
by the X£ in the Minkowskian tangent space to Fn at P represents a generaliza
tion of the Dupin indicatrix. Principal directions are defined to be directions 
which are determined by those points on the Dupin indicatrix whose (Minkows
kian) distance from the centre of the indicatrix assumes an extreme value 
relative to neighbouring points. In other words, principal directions are given 
by extreme values of gap{u, u')urau'P subject to the condition Qap(u, u')u'au'^— 1, 
where ua is being kept fixed. As a result of (3.1) principal directions are 
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therefore directions for which the normal curvature assumes extreme values. 
According to the multiplier rule we therefore have to seek solutions of the 
equations6 

dun[ r {&*(*, U') u'"u'P + X ( M « . U') tlV - 1)} = 0, 

or, in view of (0.2), 

(3.2) 2gay(u, u') u'a + 2\Vay(u, u') u'a + \?% ^ ^ = °-
ou 

This equation may be simplified considerably. We note first that 

d 
dx' h({h}x'hx'k)= f? [ M> m] *'v* + 2gim[lK m] x'n 

as a result of (0.2). Since gimgir = àr
m, this reduces to 

= 2P\»x'h 

in virtue of (0.4) since dgir/dxn is symmetric in all its indices (equation (0.1)). 
Now we differentiate (0.7) with respect to xn; using (3.3) we obtain 

dx 

On observing (0.7) once more we deduce immediately: 

(3.4) dP*l^'X')x"'x'k = 0. 

But if we differentiate equation (2.18) with respect to u'y, we have, since nt 

is independent of direction, 

bun"ni dunXaX*' 

and on multiplying this result by ufau^ we may deduce that 

(3.5) 1 !" W ' V * = 0' 

having taken into account (1.11) and (3.4). Thus equation (3.2) reduces to 

gay(Uy Uf)u'a = — \Çlay(u, u')u,Ct. 

Multiplying this result by u'y it follows from (3.1) that X = — R, so that the 
equation for principal directions finally reads: 

(3.6) gay(u, U')ufa = R(U, Uf)Qay(Uj u')ufa, 

6In (7) principal directions were defined similarly, but for a second fundamental form whose 
coefficients are independent of direction. It is shown here that the method applies also to the 
general case. 
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where (R(u, u'))~l is the normal curvature corresponding to a solution of 
(3.6). 

Since this is not a linear eigenvalue problem, nothing can be said about the 
number of possible independent solutions. However, let us assume for the 
moment that at least two independent solutions 

fa /a 
W(l), W(2) 

corresponding to two distinct normal curvatures i?(i)_1 and R^)-1 exist, this 
assumption being geometrically feasible. Writing down the two equations 
(3.6) corresponding to each of these solutions and multiplying them by 

w'(2) and u'îx) 

respectively, we have 

( 3 . 7 a ) gay(u, « ( i ) ) W(ï)W(2) = R(l)Qay(u, W(i)) M(l)W(2), 

together with 

( 3 . 7 b ) gay(u, W(2)') W(?)W(Ï) = R(2)&ay(u, tt(2)) W(2)tt(l). 

Since the w'a are unit vectors, the left-hand sides of these equations are by 
definition the Minkowskian cosines 

cos(«(i), «(2)) and cos(#(2), w<i)) 

respectively (6). Thus on subtraction we find the following relations between 
principal directions: 

, . COs( t t ( i ) , U(2)) — COs(t t(2) , « ( Î ) ) = ["l2a7(^, «(Î)) _ fl^tt, tt(2)) 

R(1)R(2) L i?(2) ^(1) 

This is a generalisation of the orthogonality relations between principal 
directions of hypersurfaces of locally euclidean spaces. For if the cosine were 
symmetric in its directional arguments, and if the coefficients of the second 
fundamental form were independent of direction, it would follow from (3.8) 
that principal directions would correspond to conjugate directions of the 
Dupin indicatrix, and hence either (3.7a) or (3.7b) would lead to the law 
of orthogonality. 

4. The covariant derivative of the uni t normals. For a large number 
of problems it is essential to have a convenient expression for the covariant 
derivative of the various unit normal vectors. In this section we shall obtain 
such formulae and use them in a discussion of a few simple applications. 
In the next section these relations will be essential in the derivation of the 
generalised Gauss-Codazzi equations. A difficulty peculiar to locally Min
kowskian spaces is the fact that the covariant derivative of the unit normals is 
not tangential to the hypersurface : it is due to this fact alone that our formulae 
are more complicated than the corresponding relations in Riemannian 
geometry. 

rot ty 
U(l)U(2). 
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We define the tensor 

(4.1) ».'„ = n\hX\ = | ^ + Pit nhXl 

By writing 

(4.2) CiJk(x, xf) = giJtk(x, n) 

for the covariant derivative of the gij(x, n) with respect to xk (8, §2), we find 
that covariant differentiation of (1.3) with respect to up gives 

(4.3) a*, = - CtjtXixy - giJ(x, n)Xjnlfi. 

Now let us decompose n
3
0 as follows: 

(4.4) n'lfi = AlXl + v0nJ, 

where the coefficients are to be determined as follows. Multiplying (4.4) by 

gtj(x,n)Xl 

we find in virtue of (1.3), (1.12) and (4.3) 

(4.5) ya8 A\ = - Qo, - Cijk Xl Xl
a nj. 

Also, on multiplying (4.4) by n3 we see that 

(4.6) vfi = fij nj. 

Differentiating (1.4) covariantly with respect to % and taking into account 
(4.1) and (4.2) we have 

(4.7) *,= -Ww^n'Xl 

On substituting (4.5) and (4.7) in (4.4) we deduce that 

nU = - yaô^XÎ - Cihkn
nXl[yahXl

aX{ + ^ V ] . 

Hence in view of (1.22) we have the desired formula: 

(4.8) nU = - ya8 QafiXi - Cihk n
hXkp[gij(x, n) - \nl nj\. 

At first sight one might be led to suspect that the term Cihkn
h implicitly 

involves the derivatives dnl/du^: this is not the case, however, since the term 

dgttfa n) dnl
 k h 

dx'1 "d?X"n 

containing these derivatives vanishes identically in view of (0.2). Thus the 
covariant derivative (4.8) depends only on positional coordinates and the 
direction xn along which we are differentiating, i.e. it is the same for all curves 
of Fn-i which have a common tangent xn at the point under consideration. 

It is also necessary to evaluate the covariant derivatives of the generators 
n** of the normal cone. By a process similar to the one described above, we 
find after some calculation: 
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(4.9) n% = - *(*, x') ga\u, «') t&Xl + !.'(!'5? *.* 

- CL n\x, x') ^ ( f «(x, x') - W * ^ l ? x | ' X , ) ) • 

where 
(4.10) C^*(x, *') = g<j,*(*, *')• 

In contrast to (4.8), equation (4.9) suffers from the drawback that the 
term \f/tp on the right-hand side involves the derivatives of the tangent xri 

to the curve along which we are differentiating, so that (4.9) depends on the 
curve under consideration. 

As a first application of these formulae let us consider principal directions 
as defined in the preceding section. From (4.1) and (4.8) we have 

(4.11) ^ = - yaS Oaf u" XI - Ci!)k n" x'k[gu(x, n) - W » '] . 

Using (4.2) we may write 

Dtti h ,k . . Dnj 

- p j = Cihk n x + gtj(x, n) -g j -

and on substituting from (4.11) in the last term of this equation, we find after 
some simplification 

(4.12) ^ 7 = - *«(*.M) x> yli ®<eu'* + %n< (c** n"nl *'*)• 

Hence from (1.3) and (1.12) we deduce in particular: 

(4.13) Xtj^= -Qal)u's. 

If (i?(x, x '))_ 1 is the normal curvature corresponding to a principal direction 

xH of Fn-i, we have from (3.6) and (4.13): 

or, if we denote the covariant components of the unit vector representing the 
principal direction by ya, 

(4.14) X ^ = -{R{u,u')Tlya. 

Thus the projection of the covariant differential of the unit normal onto 
Fn-\ coincides with the principal direction. This is a generalisation of the 
classical formula of Rodrigues.7 It should be noted, however, that in contrast 
to the classical theory, the covariant differential of n* has a normal component, 
in general non-vanishing, even in the case of principal directions. 

7In (7), Part II, a similar result was obtained for principal directions corresponding to the 
alternative second fundamental form. 
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Another simple application of the equation (4.8) is the generalisation of an 
important formula due to Bianchi (1, p. 450) concerning the deformation of 
hypersurfaces in classical differential geometry, which was later generalised 
by Davies (3, p. 291) in his theory of the second and third fundamental forms 
of subspaces of a Riemannian space. At each point x* of Fn-i we construct the 
unit normal nl\ the locus of points whose coordinates are x* + en1 (where e 
is an arbitrarily small quantity) form a new hypersurface P»_i. Let Pipe1), 
Q(xl + dxl) be two neighbouring points of Fn-i> a distance ds apart. There 
will be two neighbouring points Pf (xl + en*), Qf(x* + dxi + e(w* + dri1)) 
on Fn-i corresponding to P, Q respectively, where dnl corresponds to the change 
in nl as we pass from P to Q. If we denote the distance between Pr and Q' 
by ds, we have 

ds2 = gij(xh + enh, dxh + ednh){dxi + edni){dxj + ednJ) 

Expanding the expression on the right-hand side and dividing by ds, we 
find 

(i)'-'-<[^«')«"f+^ï:)»'*"-"] 
or, after some rearrangement, 

<4-i5> (I)2- i=^•^KtM/X.oH' 
where we have neglected terms involving higher powers of e. 

But from definition (0.4) we have 

,„(», *>*•%. £„(», *•) <• [ g + { i V *- - 1 «- & { ; > «*], 
and in view of the relation gjm gij = 5^ it follows from (0.2) that the last 
term on the right-hand side vanishes. Thus (4.15) becomes 

(4.16) ( g ) ' - 1 = 2egiJ (x, x') * " ^ . 

In the locally euclidean case this would simply become the formula of 
Bianchi or Davies {loc. cit.) as a result of (2.2) and (3.1). In the present case 
the position is a little more complicated: using (4.11), (1.10) and (1.22), 
equation (4.16) may be written in the form 

( lJ'" 1 = ~~ 2€***(*' uf) ̂  °~ u" u'a 

+ grj{x,x')Xr
yCiMnnXlu'"u'y[y*X\Xl + \nl n5\\. 

Applying (1.10) once more together with (1.17), we find after some simplifica
tion 

(1) (4.17) 1^1 - 1 = - 2eaay(u, «') u""ur 
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where we have put 

(4.18) a>ay(u, u') = gey(u, u') y0*[Va€ + Cmk nhXk
a{X\ + \X) ye5 nl n3)]. 

It appears, therefore, that in the general case the Qay do not possess all the 
essential properties which one may attribute to them in Riemannian geometry. 
Nevertheless, it would not be feasible to introduce the œay of (4.18) as the 
coefficients of an alternative second fundamental form since these quantities 
are not symmetrical in their lower indices. 

5. The equations of Gauss and Codazzi. In order to find the desired re
lations between the coefficients 12â  of the second fundamental form of Fn_i 
and the curvature tensor of Fn, it is necessary to express the X^ in terms of 
the unit normal vector n* in a manner analogous to equation (2.13). We 
therefore define a new set of quantities œ^ by means of the equations 

(5.1) Xa$ — Qap nl + COa/3. 

It is simple to derive an explicit expression for the cô g. Using (2.13) and (2.16) 
we see that (5.1) may be written as 

(5.2) Map = &ap{n l sec(n, n ) — rt\. 

If we decompose the vector nl in the form 

(5.3) n* = <$>nl - £Xl
a 

we find on multiplication of this equation by nt that 0 = sec(n, n*) in virtue 
of (1.3); and similarly, on multiplying (5.3) by X\ and taking into account 
(1.15) and (1.16), we see that 

(5.4) M5 = - n*X\. 

The vector IJLÔ(U, ur) thus expresses the difference between the unit normal 
vectors n* and n*i(x1 xf). From (5.3) and (5.4) we finally deduce that 

( 5 . 5 ) C0a/3 = ^a/3 fJL X\, 

where nô is given by (5.4). 
It may be verified by direct calculation that the process of generalised 

covariant differentiation8 leads to the identities 

(5.6) Xapy — Xayp = R.apyXs — R.hkiXaXpXy, 

where the subscripts £ and y on the left-hand side indicate covariant different
iation with respect to v? and uy respectively, and where R\kl and R8

a0y re
present the curvature tensors (8, p. 91 (3.7)) of Fn and Fn-i. From (5.6) and 
(5.1) we therefore have 

8Throughout this section the directional arguments are the components of a vector x'* 
tangent to the hypersurface, corresponding to the direction along which the covariant different
iation takes place. 
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(5.7) XlR.apy = R.hkiXaXpXy + n (0a^,7 — tiayj) 

where œ^y denotes the generalised covariant derivative of œ^ with respect 
to u\ 

In this equation we substitute the values of n*ff and n
l
y as given by equation 

(4.8). After some factorisation, equation (5.7) finally reduces to the form 

X\[R.apy — 7 €(^a<y^e/S — Oa0 0 6 7 ) ] = R.hkiXaXpXy 

(5 .8) +(c0a/37 — Uayfi) — g^\x, ft) Chikn\ÇlapXy — iïayXfy 

—nl[Çlayj — Oa0 i7 — \Chikn n (iïapXy — ÇlayXp)]. 

We multiply this equation by gij(x, n) X(. In view of (1.12) and (1.3) we 
thus obtain 

Y3X R.afiy — (&ay ^X/3 ~ &a$ &\y) 

(5.9) = giJ(x, n) Ri.hklX
h
aX

k
fiX

lyX{ - Cjlk n\^Xk
y - S2a7X£) X{ 

+ gij(x, U) X{(a)a0y — C0«7/3). 

If, on the other hand, we multiply equation (5.8) by gij(x, n)nj we find, after 
taking into account (1.3) and (1.4) and suitable rearrangement of indices: 

(5 10) &iJ(X' ^ -^i'hkl nJ XaXffXy = (&a7,/3 — 0a/3>7) 

+ hCjhk n jn (Qa^Xy — 0 a 7 Z| ) — gij(x, n) nj(œ^y — wâ7/3). 

Equations (5.9) and (5.10) represent the generalisations of the equations 
of Gauss and Codazzi of classical differential geometry. On comparing these 
equations with the corresponding equations (5, p. 162 (4.11) and (4.12)) of 
Riemannian geometry, we see that the essential differences (apart from the 
impossibility of contracting terms with different directional arguments) lie 
in the additional terms involving the Cijk and the ^ . This, again, is owing to 
the fact that the covariant derivative of the unit normals is not tangential 
to the hypersurface and that different normals have to be taken into account. 
However, it is possible to remove the terms in (5.9) and (5.10) involving the 
(a^y and to replace these terms by expressions involving the Qap. If we write 
down the generalised covariant derivative of (5.5) and use (5.1) we find 

(5.11) 0)a^y = (I2a/3l7 JH + fia/3 fJL,y) XI + Qaj9 \X (iï8y # + &ôy)> 

Hence, on observing (1.12) and (1.3), we thus obtain 

gij(Xf fi) X( 0)a(3y = 7X8(fia/9,7 M + ^a/3 M . T ) + gij(Xi n) X\ «fry Î2a0 \X . 

In the last term of this expression we substitute from (5.5), so that (1.12) 
may be applied once more. Thus the last equation becomes 

(5.12) gij(xy n) X{ Uapy = y\i(toap,y M + Qa/5 nt7 + 12e7 12a/3 // \x ) . 
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Also, it follows from (5.5) and (1.3) that 

tliWaP = 0. 

Hence on multiplying (5.11) by nt and taking into account (1.3) and (1.4), 
we find that 

(5.13) ftf COaQy = 0«/3 &ôy M • 

On substituting from (5.12) and (5.13) in (5.9) and (5.10) respectively, we 
obtain the equations of Gauss and Codazzi in their final form : 

76\R.apy — (fia7̂ X/3 — Qap U\y) — gtj{x, fl) R\k i Xa X$ Xy X\ 

(5.14) - C i t t n\QafiX!} - QayXl) X{ 

+ 7X«LM (Û«tf,7 "- Q*Y,p) + (^aj3M,7 — ^«7 M,/?) 

+ (ŒÉ 7 &a /9 — 0 a 7 O e / 3) jLt€ jLt ] , 

together with 

g^(x, n) R!hki njXaXpXy = (Œa7,/s ~ &a/s,7) 

+ èC#* njnh(tiapXy — Œa7Xjs) — (12aj3 0s7 — S2a7 Qj/3) /* . 

I t is clear that different forms of the Gauss-Codazzi equations are obtained 
when one considers the secondary second fundamental form 

o* */a »,*& 

together with a given generator n*i(x, xr) of the normal cone; i.e. when equa
tion (2.13) is used instead of (2.15). The calculation proceeds along similar 
lines to the one outlined above, and will therefore be omitted. Instead of 
(5.7) one obtains 

g\u, U') Xi[Rea0y(u, 14,') ~ \p(QayU^ - Qafitity)] 

= R\kl (*, *') XlXlXy1 - gih (pc, x') C*tt n
l (0„* X* - Q*yX

k,) 
(5.16) 

— n [\\layj — 0a£i7) — — CWJfc w n {ilap A7 — S2a7 A^) 

1 * * 

On multiplying this equation by gij(x, xr) X\j we obtain in virtue of (1.10) 
and (1.6): 

/ R i y x R\apy(u, 11') — \l/(Çlay®\p ~ &aP &\y) 

= Rjhk i(#, #') ^x Xa Xp Xy — Cjik n X\ (12a/3 Xy — Çlay X$). 

In analogy to (5.15) we find similarly by means of (1.6) and (1.8): 

(5 18) Rjhkl(x> x ' ) n 3XlX^Xy = ^(0a7i/3 — Û«0,7) 
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Equations (5.17) and (5.18) thus represent alternative forms of the 
generalisations of the equations of Gauss and Codazzi. As regards the study of 
imbedding problems it is probably advantageous to base any such discussion 
on equations (5.14) and (5.15). 

In conclusion we may remark that the equations of Gauss and Codazzi 
in Riemannian geometry are known to be dependent on each other to a certain 
extent: whether this is true also for the general case is still an open question. 
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